
To All Ferndown Forest GC Ladies 
Section Members

 

 The Weekly Match Booking process
 

1 The Weekly Booking form is posted on our website on a 
Wednesday evening and the Ladies Section is informed of 
its availability via our WhatsApp group.

2 You have until Friday 1pm to submit your booking.
3 Your names are collected and then randomised using a 

computer, unless we are going out in handicap order.
4 We usually give good warning before we randomise your 

names on Friday evening, once when we actually post the 
list of ladies we have so far, and secondly before we 
actually randomise.

5 Please look out for these messages on WhatsApp as we 



consider them your last chance for us to make any 
additions.

6 Debbie is available to add any names and support any 
issues you maybe having, so seek her assistance before 
the Friday cut off as this saves us the lengthy task of 
creating the start sheet again.

7 The number of Tee Times booked is dependant on the 
number of entries received. All entries are then booked on 
BRS with unused slots then released back to the club, for 
other members and pay and play visitors.

8 We usually produce a start sheet by Friday evening, this is 
then posted on the Ladies Section website and on our 
WhatsApp group.

 
Things to note:

• Recently, despite all the time we have allowed find 
ourselves redoing the start sheet, over the weekend and 
posting it again on Tuesday, causing some of you to ask 
‘Where's the list?’ Whilst we know this is new to some of 
you, and understand late adjustments and unforeseen 
circumstances are bound to happen occasionally, as of 
next week if you ask to be entered in the draw after Friday 
more than three times, sadly you will not be entered into 
that weeks game. This does not in anyway stop you from 
being added to the following weeks game, by going 
through the above process. 

• We are sorry to have to impose this rule but we feel you 
all need to see the order of play in good time to plan your 
day, also those organising your entries need to set some 
boundaries and be considered in this process so that they 
are not working over the weekend.

• If you have been at the back of the order of play for a 
couple of weeks running, an explanation maybe that, one 
week a computer programme will have put you there and 
the other week will be because we’ve gone out in 
handicap order. We only change the order of play if the 
computer program has placed you with the same person 



as the week before. So we ask for your patience and to 
take this into consideration. However if you do find 
yourself in this situation for a third week please speak to a 
committee member and we’ll take note and endeavour to 
change the situation.

From the Ferndown Forest Ladies Section Committee
 

Enjoy Your Game


